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ow that warmer weather is here, Walter and I
have taken to the highways and byways a few
times with the RV, to visit and operate from a few
of those National Parks, Trails, Sites, Recreational Areas,
Monuments, Memorials, Corridors, Preserves, and
Reserves, etc. Grandma never knew there were so many
places under the auspices of the National Park Service!
The American Radio Relay League (ARRL) wanted
something to follow the successful year long 2014
Centennial QSO
Party, so they came
up with the idea of
operating from
these many places
to help celebrate
the National Park
Service’s one hundred years of stewardship. It’s been
very popular. Take a look at the places listed on
https://npota.arrl.org/nps-units.php, as there probably
is one near where you live.
You don’t have to have an RV to be an activator. A lot
of people operate from the top of a rock, a picnic table,
or a convenient log or stump. Some are using their cars,
trucks, or SUVs for more
comfort. Antennas range
from verticals on vehicles, Grandma never knew
there were so many
or with a few radials, on
the ground, to L-type or
places under the
end fed half wave or
auspices of the
random length wires
tossed over a handy tree National Park Service!
limb.
Transmitter power levels vary from QRPp up to the
usual one hundred watts. The modes that I’ve heard
have been either SSB or CW. There may be some using
digital modes as well. I’d have to ask Walter about
those, as he is more into that than I am.
You have to make at least ten contacts from a NPS site,
to count it, from the activator side of things. We’ve had
a couple of occasions where we haven’t been able to
scare up that high a number because the band or bands
we’ve been on have been lousy. Not from local noise, as
the sites themselves are usually pretty quiet. We just
happened to choose days where the sun refused to play
nice.
But then that’s the fun of amateur radio, isn’t it?
AR
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have to tell you, what with all of the un-soldering,
soldering, cleaning and drilling, I wondered if the
meter in the modified MFJ-840 would still work when
I put it all back together again! I must have been
sufficiently gentle, as it worked
just fine when I applied power.
Any time you work on
something like this, or any piece
of electronics equipment you
don’t want scratched or scuffed,
make sure you have a pad of
some kind to lay it on. That also
means keeping the pad clean and
free of debris. Otherwise, you
may still have damage you could
easily have prevented. An old
mouse pad works well for
something of this project’s size. A larger pad or an old
towel would be needed for your full size HF transceiver.
There were a couple of spots on the front edge of the
back cover where the black paint was a little thin. I
touched them up with a black, broad tipped Sharpie
pen.
From some red and black test lead wire I had on hand,
I made up a short cable to connect between the MFJ
and my digital multi-meter. You have to love it when you
get to use something you’ve had in your junk box for
many years!. What was amazing was that I remembered
I had it, and even more amazing, that I could find it! The
cable has an RCA connector on one end and alligator
clips on the other.
I set up the modified MFJ-840 and the other
equipment as shown in the diagram below. The ‘scope is
my dual channel,
FLUKE
DMM
long-in-the-tooth,
MODIFIED
TRANSMITTER
MFJ-840
60 MHz Hitachi.
The probes were
set to 10x so as
OSCILLOSCOPE
not to put any
significant load on
the signal. Input
#1 was connected
to the resistor R1
side of diode D1
and was set to AC (to Fig. 1 - MFJ-840 TEST SET-UP
measure the peak-topeak RF), while input #2 was clipped on the cathode
side to measure DC volts (from the RF rectified by D1
and filtered by the capacitors C1 and C2).
IN 1 IN 2

Note that capacitor C3 (non-polarized 1uF) has been
removed. Trying it with and without made no difference
to the output level from jack J2, except for the rise and
fall time being faster without the
SCOPE SCOPE
capacitor. This removal is reflected in
INPT #1 INPT #2
the schematic below.
Connecting my Ten-Tec Rebel qrp
transceiver (with 13.8 volts from the
power supply) on 40 meters as the
power source in Figure 1, I keyed the
transmitter and measured 46.2 vpp at
Fig. 2 - Scope
input #1 and 23 vdc at input #2.
probe placement
Remember this is an old analog
oscilloscope and exact measurements
are impossible. These were as good as my squinty little
eyeball could do. The output from J2 to the digital multi
meter was 23.0 vdc.
I really didn’t need to use probe #2. It was simply a
double check of the measurement by the DMM at jack
J2.
If you divide the reading of 46.2 vpp by 2, you get 23.1
v-peak. And if you subtract the 23.0 volts dc
(measurement of scope input 2, and voltage at J2 to the
DMM) from 23.1 volts peak, you get 0.1 volts - the
voltage drop of the Schottky diode D1.
With 23.1 volts peak at J2
Powerwatts = (voltspeak X voltspeak) / 2R
Powerwatts = (23.1 X 23.1) / 2 x 50
Powerwatts = (533.61) / 100
Powerwatts = 5.3
Therefore I have 5.3 watts power output from the
Ten-Tec transmitter.
Changing switch SW1 to position 1, I adjusted
potentiometer RV1 to give a reading of approximately
half of 5.3 watts, doubling the meter scale. NOTE: the
adjustable resistor RV1 was incorrectly drawn in last
months newsletter. The wiper was shown connected to
the wrong end terminal. The one shown in Fig. 3 is
Figure 3
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correct.
That means you turn it clockwise to increase
resistance and lower the meter reading. So, before you
flip switch SW1 to adjust the meter to agree with the
measured power, TURN RV1 FULLY CLOCKWISE FOR
MAXIMUM RESISTANCE AND MINIMUM METER
DEFLECTION. Not the way I would have designed it!
I tried it on 2 meters and compared the reading with
my Bird 43 wattmeter with a 10 watt VHF slug. The low
power setting on my Icom gave me 2.4 watts on the
wattmeter and 2.8 watts from the MFJ. The high power
setting read 6.3 watts on the Bird and 7.3 on the MFJ. It
may be that the Bird slug is out of calibration or that the
modified MFJ circuit is not responding correctly to the
VHF frequency.
Connecting scope probe
#1 to the circuit didn’t
make any difference to the
HF readings but it
significantly changed the
VHF one.
So, for a few dollars
worth of parts and a few
hours of labor, I now have
a piece of test equipment
which I can use to adjust,
and fairly accurately
measure, the power output
of QRP transmitters with a
maximum output of twelve watts, in the HF range. I will
have to do more experimentation to see how high the
accurate frequency range will be.
QRP 1-WATTER TRANSCEIVERS - PART 3
This might be sub-titled, “Let the building begin”. I
have a new solder station with a tiny chisel tip good for
soldering surface mount components. I have a new roll
of solder (the old one is turning gray from oxidation which can’t be good). I even have some free time!
I’ve watched Chuck Adams’ (K7QO) series of videos
about building the 1Watter on YouTube1 (several times).
I’ve printed off the build documents and the service
manual from W8DIZ’s website2. I’ve cleared off an
unused desk in my office and set up the build station
there.
The first thing I did was to mount 4-40 1/2 inch long
stand-offs in each of the pc board’s corners using 4-40 x
¼” screws. These act as legs to keep the underside of
1

MODIFIED MFJ-840
DRAWN MOSTLY WITH DIGIKEY’S SCHEME-IT

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0CH9Rhcm0A
http://kitsandparts.com/1watter-u.php

the board up off the
desk surface and
away from cut off
ends of component
leads.
The next thing to do
was to solder all of
the 0.1 uF SMT
capacitors. Using my Cross-locked tweezers used to hold
SMT capacitors for soldering.
trusty visor
magnifier, my new soldering station, and a pair of
tweezers, I soldered them into place, checking them off
on the schematic with yellow highlighter. After I finished
all twenty-one of them I used my DMM in the
ohmmeter position to check that I hadn’t shorted them
with solder bridges.
The tweezers are shown above and are made by
Sparkfun (part number TOL-12572) and sold by ABRA
Electronics. They make placing and soldering SMT
components a lot easier. They are “cross-locked” and
stay closed until squeezed. Nary a capacitor went flying!
When you are soldering an SMT part, first apply a
small bit of solder to one of the pads. Being righthanded, I find doing the right side pad the easiest. Next
hold the part in place. Some use a toothpick to apply a
light pressure. Others use a bit of beeswax on a
toothpick for the same task. I found the bare toothpick
method not very controllable, and I didn’t have any
beeswax on hand. Tweezers to the rescue. Whichever
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associated electrolytic capacitor, then the audio
amplifier, and then the keyer section. Each section was
tested after I finished it. The tests were simple measure the voltage to make sure the diode and
capacitor were in correctly, and touch the input pin on
the audio amp to hear a hum.
The keyer section test was a little more involved. Upon
power-up, you should hear “1w” in CW coming from the
speaker - which I did. Next, I used the “command” push
button switch to enter the keyer programming mode that worked. Then I changed the key input from paddles
to straight key - success. Last, I plugged a straight key
into the paddles input and powered the board up, and it
automatically went into straight key mode.
This kit is taking some time to build. My eyes not being
as good as they were when I was younger, I have to use
my ohmmeter to identify each resistor before stuffing it
into the board. And I really don’t want to have to
remove and relocate any parts in the wrong holes.
Next month the rest of the parts are soldered in,
alignment is done, and the bare rig will be ready for onthe-air testing..
THE DOCTOR IS IN - THE PODCAST
Joel Hallas, W1ZR, writer of the very popular column
in QST Magazine, The Doctor Is In, has gone digital. It is
now available as a podcast, every other Thursday. Steve
Ford, WB8IMY, is the host, with W1ZR fielding the
questions.
For information on how to listen to it, check out
http://www.arrl.org/news/arrl-the-doctor-is-in-thepodcast-debuts-on-april-7.
If you want to listen to the Doctor on your computer,
go to https://www.blubrry.com/arrl_the_doctor_is_in/.
As I write this, there are two episodes on the site; one
about vertical antennas and the other about the
advantages of CW.
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Soldering a surface-mount technology (SMT) component.

Figure 4
method you employ, once the part is in place, touch
your soldering iron to the junction of the part and the
solder on the pad. Remove the iron. Lightly wiggle the
SMT part to ensure it is secured. Apply the iron and
solder to the other end of the component. Depending
on your level of soldering skills, you may want to “touch
up” the first end.
As per K7QO’s recommendation to “build and test”
the project section by section, I proceeded to do just
that. First the polarity protection diode and its

“If you do not change direction, you
may end up where you are heading.
Lao Tzu

I have managed to “sell” her on the beauty and merits
of a vertical antenna inside a flagpole, at the rear of the
property, so long as it doesn’t stretch any taller than
twenty-five feet.
The back line of the lot borders on a golf course. There
are trees on the edge of the course, just none near us.
Well, there is a really nice tall one directly behind us but
a wire to it would have to hang over one of the tees.
Utilizing that tree would likely have both the golfers and
my wife perturbed at me.
Until next month,
VE1VQ

IS THIS THE YEAR?
Will this be the year when you actually
do it? Will this be the one where you
actually get on the air during Field Day?
Do you even know where your microphone or key is?

June 25 - 26
See http://www.arrl.org/field-day for details.
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may be in for a bit of a problem in the not-to-distant
future. One of these days, I’m retiring to a house in a
small town in southern Alberta. That means moving
my station from the lower end of Nova Scotia and the
fifty acres of trees and fields to 0.83 of an acre with no
trees, not even any tall weeds, and certainly no fields
which belong to me.
Thankfully, there is no HOA (Home Owners
Association) to deal with. The developer has already
checked with the town planning office and was told the
town has no jurisdiction over ham antennas, that they
are under federal government regulations.
The problem is the xyl who is not at all sympathetic to
my plight. For some strange and unexplainable reason
she thinks (along with many thousands of other ham
wives) that antennas are ugly.

